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Abstract: Visible Light Communications (VLC) is
considered as an emerging technology for indoor wire-
less communications to achieve high-speed and secure
data transmission. Instead of using radio frequency (RF)
spectrum, VLC uses the visible light spectrum to perform
lighting and communications functions simultaneously.
Multiple access points VLC (multi-AP VLC) networks use
ceiling access point (ceiling-AP) and desk access point
(desk-AP) to provide both uniform and spot lighting in
order to achieve full coverage and high spectral effi-
ciency. Because mobile user equipment (UE) require
seamless connectivity when moving, fast link handover
between VLC access points (VLC-AP) has to be supported
in the VLC networks. In this paper, we present a coor-
dinated multi-channel transmission method (CMcT)
used to improve quality of service (QoS) of cell-edge UEs
and propose a novel proactive link handover scheme
deploying the CMcT method for multi-AP VLC networks.
Performance results obtained by computer simulation
show that the proactive link handover scheme deploying
the CMcT method can significantly improve user
throughput and packet delay comparing with those of
other link handover schemes.

Keywords: coordinated transmission; fractional frequency
reuse; link handover; visible light communications.

1 Introduction

The development ofmobile networks has led to a huge data
demand and requirements of safe and secure wireless
communications. With the rapid development of recent
material technologies, the light emitting diode (LED)
technology brought great opportunities in applications
and research of indoor visible light communications (VLC)
[1]. VLC is an emerging optical wireless communication
technology in which baseband signals are modulated on
the light emitted by typically white LEDs [2]. VLC is
considered as a promising indoor communications tech-
nology for next generation broadband communications
due to its preeminent features such as wide unregulated
bandwidth, high regional spectral performance, and high
security. VLC does not cause electromagnetic interference
to radio frequency sensitive electronic devices [3] whereas
VLC is able to provide high data rate [4].

VLC is mostly based on intensity modulation (IM) and
direct detection (IM-DD). At the transmitter side, VLC
systems use the IM technique to encode data and then
transmit signal by using LED sources. At the receiver side,
the direct detection (DD) technique is used to convert the
light intensity into an electrical signal by a photo detector
(PD). Multiple carrier modulation such as orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been
considered for IM/DD VLC systems to achieve high spec-
tral efficiency, immunity to channel frequency selectivity
and mitigate the multipath-induced inter-symbol inter-
ference (ISI) [5, 6].

Because an AP attached to the ceiling of an indoor
space ceiling access point (ceiling-AP) has small coverage
area, a number of ceiling-AP is needed in order to satisfy
communications and lighting requirements to multiple
UEs in a large indoor environment forming the Multiple
access points VLC (multi-AP VLC) network [6–9]. In multi-
AP VLC networks, smaller APs with coverage areas of 1 or 2
m2 can also be provided at specific positions such as tables,
counters etc. (namely desk access point (desk-AP)). That
means multi-AP VLC networks will provide both uniform
and spot lighting by ceiling-AP and desk-AP, respectively
[10, 11]. The uniform lighting is provided over the entire
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room by distributing LED on the ceiling. The spotlighting
produces intense and focused light to achieve higher data
rate comparing to uniform lighting.

WhenmobileUEsmovebetweenVLCaccesspoints (VLC-
APs), linkhandover is implemented tomaintain their network
connectivity which switches UE’s connection from one
serving VLC-AP to a handover VLC-AP [12]. In [13], a link
handover scheme using pre-scanning and received signal
strength (RSS) prediction technique was proposed to reduce
link handover delay and prevent unnecessary link handover.
In [14], a handover skipping scheme based on the reference
signal received power (RSRP) was proposed. The scheme
combines the value of RSRP and its rate of change to deter-
mine theappropriate targetAP. Linkhandover schemesusing
the location of UEs was proposed in [15, 16]. In [15], the UE’s
current servingAPuses locationhistoryof theuser equipment
(UE) to find out which neighbor AP the UE is approaching.
TheUE only scans these neighbor transmitters, since then the
link handover delay is reduced. In [16], an optical positioning
assisting handover procedure was proposed based on a pre-
handover scheme to initiate broadcasting the UE data on the
target cell. The procedure relies on position estimation ob-
tainedbyoptical positioning andaKalmanfilter is utilized for
improving the tracking performance of an UE. In [17], hand-
over hysteresis regions are investigated for VLC networks
under the illumination and signal to noise ratio (SNR) con-
straints for successful handover. A handover approach was
proposed when taking into account the effects of both
mobility and rotation for a connected UE indoor Li-Fi cellular
network [18]. By using the geometric model for the receiver
orientation, the probability of handover and the handover
ratewere calculated in this study. In [19] frequency andpower
based soft handover schemes were proposed to reduce data
rate fluctuations as the UE moves from one AP to another. In
the algorithm, while the user is in the intersection area of two
APs, the second AP starts serving the user using either the
same or different frequency range that the first AP uses. The
statistical distribution of the received data rate is also studied
using computer simulations. In [20], a handover scheme
based on the coordinated multipoint joint transmission
(ComP-JT) transmission schemewas proposed to improve the
data rate of the cell edge UE based on improving signal-to-
interference-noise-ratio (SINR).

In order to enhance the data rate of multi-AP VLC net-
works, the ComP-JT technique of wireless communications is
adapted to a multi-AP VLC to increase SINR for UEs at cell
edge area [7, 20–22]. When using ComP-JT in VLC systems,
downlink signal sent to a single UE is simultaneously trans-
mitted from multiple APs using the same optical bandwidth
to improve thedata transfer rate andalso reduce the impact of
blockages on UEs. However, the requirement of a special

multi-light beam structure at the transmitter makes ComP-JT
difficult to apply with conventional diffuse light sources [7].
Using coordinated transmission at the physical layer requires
high transmission time synchronization between APs result-
ing in the complex design of VLC systems.

Regarding to the IEEE 802.15.7 standard of VLC com-
munications, which provides MAC protocol specifications
including cell design and mobility supports, a single
coordinator is exploited to support mobility of the device
throughmultiple cells [2]. However, the standard does not
cover advanced VLC technologies which have been pro-
posed recently such as OFDM. The link handover, known
as link switching, provided in IEEE 802.15.7 is a hard
handover which might cause long delay, throughput
degradation and connection interruption. In our research,
we will apply the cell design architecture of the IEEE
802.15.7 standard where a coordinator is responsible for
handling mobility supports. The design assumptions of
the physical layer are based on OFDM technology as
proposed in [5, 6].

In summary, the recent related research only focused
on investigating the link handover in the VLC networks
which deploy ceilingAPs. The proposedhandover schemes
did not solve the technical challenge of link handover
when either UEs change their location suddenly or there is
channel blockage. In order to enhance data rate of the cell-
edge UE, maintain the seamless connectivity and avoid the
connection interruption caused by channel blockage in
multi-AP VLC networks, a combination of the coordinated
multi-channel transmission (CMcT) and link handover,
denoted as the CMcT HO scheme is proposed in the paper.

When an UE moves into an overlapping area of two or
more APs, the UE can implement the CMcT method before
doing link handover to another AP. Different with the
ComP-JT scheme, the proposed CMcT sends downlink data
to the UE from two APs in different time slots. Link hand-
over and CMcT decisions are carried out based on the UE’s
received signal power, UE’s SNR and the load ratio of APs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the multi-AP VLC system model. Section 3
describes the operation of the proposed CMcT HO scheme.
Simulation results arepresentedanddiscussed in Section4.
Finally, the conclusions are given in the Section 5.

2 System model

2.1 System description

As shown in Figure 1, a multi-AP VLC network includes a
Coordinator, NCAP ceiling-AP, NDAP desk-AP) and Nue UE.
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Each ceiling-AP is assigned an identity CAPID, where
CAPID ∈ {1, 2,… ,NCAP}. Ceiling-APs (CAP) are installed in a
grid layout on the ceiling as it is commonly used in practice
to provide uniform illumination. The distance between the
ceiling-AP plane and the floor is hCAP (m).

Each desk-AP is assigned an identity DAPID, where
DAPID ∈ {NCAP + 1, NCAP + 2, … , NCAP + NDAP}. Desk-APs
(DAP) are installed on desks at random locations and there
is not overlapping area between any two DAPs. The dis-
tance between desk-AP plane and the floor is hDAP (m). All
CAPs and DAPs are connected to the Internet via the
Coordinator which is responsible formobility management
and downlink resource allocation to UEs [2, 11, 21]. There
are two types of UE including stationary-UE andmobile-UE
which have random initialized location in the room area.
Mobile UEs move around the room following the random
waypoint (RWP) model [24]. Each UE is assigned a UE’s
identity u, where u ∈ {1, 2,…, Nue}. Each UE has the height
from the floor hUE (m). An UE uses a photo detector (PD)
which is oriented perpendicular to the floor and vertically
upward. Assume all UEs use RF as the uplink channels [25]
and VLC links for downloading data. For the downlink
transmission, the fractional frequency reuse (FFR) tech-
nique [6, 19, 23] and Direct-current optical orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM) are deployed
[6]. Five frequency bands are used where four different
frequency bands are allocated to four neighboring CAPs in
the square layout and the remaining band is allocated to
DAPs. This reduces the co-channel interference (CCI) affect
to UEs in overlapping areas of APs. Each AP (CAP or DAP)
provides a shared channel of K subcarriers which exploits
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) for downlink mul-
tiple access. An AP exploits a broadcast channel to trans-
mit pilot signalswhich carry the identity of theAP (CAPID or
DAPID) and subcarriers of training channels. An UE scans

broadcast channels of its serving AP and neighbor APs
periodically to measure the RSS and detect AP’s identity
(CAPID or DAPID). An AP has a training channel which uses
predefined subcarriers in the frequency band of the AP.
When an UE resides in the overlapped area of the adjacent
APs, theUEmeasures the training channel of each adjacent
AP, which is distinguished by particular predefined sub-
carriers, in a periodical time slot to estimate the downlink
SNR of the adjacent AP. The UE creates a downlink SNR
estimation report and sends it to the serving AP and the
serving AP sends the report to the Coordinator.

2.2 Downlink channel

Figure 2 illustrates two types of VLC downlink channels:
Line-of-sight (LOS) (from LED to UE directly) and Non-line-
of-sight (NLOS) (due to the reflection of the floor, ceiling,
and walls) [25]. Because the received signal power of NLOS
paths is much lower than that of LOS paths, we can ignore
NLOS paths. The LOS channel is modeled using the chan-
nel direct-current (DC) gain which is expressed as follow
[26]:

G �
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

(m + 1)A
2πd2 cosm(ϕ)Ts(ψ)g(ψ)cos(ψ),  0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψc

0,  ψ > ψc

(1)

where,A is the physical area of the PhotoDetector (PD). d is
the Euclidean distance between an AP to the PD of UE. ψ is
the incidence angle at the receiver. ϕ is the angle of irra-
diance. Assume that all APs are directed downwards and
all UEs are directed upwards. Then, we have ψ equals ϕ.
Ts(ψ) is the gain of an optical filter. m is the Lambertian
index that is given by

Figure 1: Multi-AP VLC network model. Figure 2: VLC downlink channel model.
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m � −ln(2)
ln(cos (Φ1/2))

(2)

whereΦ1/2 is the half-intensity radiance angle of LED chip.
ψc denotes the width of the field of view (FOV) at the
receiver. g(ψ) is the gain of an optical concentrator which
can be calculated as:

g(ψ) �
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

n2

sin2(ψc),  0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψc

0,  ψ > ψc

(3)

where n is the refractive index of the air.

2.3 SNR analysis

The electrical signal power transmitted by APi on the sub-
carrier k is defined below [27]:

Pelec, i, k �
P2
opt

(K − 2)ρ2 (4)

ρ � xDC������������
∑K−1

k�0 E[x2k(t)]
√ (5)

where, Popt is the average transmitted optical power. xDC is
the DC-bias. xk(t) is the OFDM symbol on subcarrier k. K is
the total number of subcarriers. (K − 2) is the number of
subcarriers carrying the signal [27]. E[.] is the expectation
operator.

The average received signal power of UEu from APi on
the subcarrier k is determined by the following formula:

Pi, u, k � R2
pdG

2
i, uPelec, i, k (6)

where, Gi, u is the DC channel gain from APi to UEu. Rpd is
the efficiency of converting the light to the electrical
signal.

In the VLC network model, the fractional frequency
reuse (FFR) technique is used which allocate different
spectrum to APs i. e. the CCI to UEs can be negligible. The
SNR of UEu on the subcarrier k from APi is determined as
follows:

SNRi, u, k �
R2
pdG

2
i, uPelec, i, k

σ2
k

(7)

where, σ2
k is the received noise power due to the shot noise

on the subcarrier k. The noise power is defined by [28]:

σ2
k � 2qIbgBsc + 4KBTABsc

RF
(8)

where, Ibg is the background current caused by the back-
ground light. The electronic charge is q = 1.6⋅10−19 C. KB is
the Boltzmann constant. TA is the absolute temperature. RF

is the gain of the signal when passing through a tran-
simpedance amplifier (TIA). Bsc is the bandwidth of a
subcarrier which is determined as follows:

Bsc � W
K

(9)

where W is the total bandwidth. K is the total number of
subcarriers.

Figure 3 illustrates UE’s SNRdistribution received from
a ceiling-AP and a desk-AP. The system parameters are
shown in Table 3. Figure 3(a) shows that the SNR values of
UEs received from the ceiling-AP has the range of 6.6–
40.1 dB. Figure 3(b) shows that the SNR received from the
desk-AP has the range of 19.9–53.3 dB. The SNR has a large
decrease from the cell center to the cell edge in both cases.
That means UE’s data rates are decreased from the cell
center to the cell edge. The SNR received from the desk-AP
is much higher than those from the ceiling-AP but the
coverage area of desk-AP is much smaller. When the inci-
dence angle at theUE’s receiver ismore than the FOVwidth
of the receiver, the received power value of UEs is zero as
shown in Equation (1).

2.4 LoS downlink channel blockage

BecauseVLC communications exploits LoS transmission, it
is sensitive to the blockage of objects and suffering shad-
owing. With respect to the channel blockage, there are
three key elements: the occurrence rate, the occupation
rate, and the blockage degree [29]. For a pair of APi
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Figure 3: UE’s SNR distribution.
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and UEu, the occurrence rate (denoted by λi, u) is described
as the number of LOS downlink channel blockages
happening per a time unit. The occupation rate (denoted by
ηi, u) is defined as the proportion of time during which a UE

experiences the downlink channel blockages. The
blockage degree (denoted by ξ i, u) is used to indicate the

extent to which the downlink channel blockage affects the
channel quality. It is a fraction number between 0 and 1
when ξ i, u is 0, it means the downlink channel non-

blockage, and when ξ i, u is 1, it means the downlink chan-

nel blockage. Therefore, Equations (6) and (7) is modified
to:

Pi, u, k � (1 − ξ i, u)R2
pdG

2
i, u Pelec, i, k (10)

SNRi, u, k � (1 − ξ i, u)R
2
pdG

2
i, u Pelec, i, k

σ2
k

(11)

3 Proactive link handover
exploiting coordinated multi-
channel transmission

When an UE moves through APs, it has to perform a link
handover scheme to keep continuous communications.We
design a new proactive link handover (CMcT HO) scheme
exploiting the CMcT for multi-AP VLC networks aiming to
provide seamless communications, improve QoS (high
throughput, low packet latency) and reduce the number of
link handovers.

Figure 4(a) shows a flowchart of the proposed proac-
tive link handover procedure. The proposed procedure is
divided into two phases: the CMcT phase and link hand-
over phase which are described in Section 3.1 and Section
3.2, respectively.When anUE resides in an overlapped area
of APs, by exploiting CMcT scheme, the UE receives
downlink data from its serving AP and the supportive AP
simultaneously. The CMcT achieves load sharing between
APs i. e. low-load APs will support data transmission for
UEs currently served by high-loadAPs. It also enhances the
data rate and provides the alternative link for the UE,
thereby reduces the risk of disconnection of UE due to
random shadowing of obstructions. When the link hand-
over conditions are satisfied, the Coordinator activates the
link handover for transferring the UE’s downlink from its
primary AP to its supportive AP and the previous primary
AP becomes the new supportive AP. The CMcT is termi-
nated when the UE moves out of the coverage area of the
supportive AP.

As shown in Figure 4(b), when UEu moves into the
overlapping area of CAP i and CAP j,UEu exploits themulti-
channel downlink transmission. UEu has the primary
downlink channel received from its serving CAP i (known

Figure 4: Proactive link handover scheme for multi-AP VLC
networks.
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as primary AP –APpri) and the secondary downlink channel
from the most appropriate neighbor CAP j (known as sup-
portive AP –APsup).WhenUEumoves out the coverage of the
serving CAP i into the coverage of CAP j, the link handover
decision is made to activate the link handover for trans-
ferring the UE’s downlink from its primary CAP i to its sup-
portive CAP j and CAP i becomes the new supportive AP.

An APi (ceiling-AP or desk-AP) classifies its connected

UEs to two sets including primary-UEs (Set_UE pri
i ) for those

the APi is their serving AP and supported-UEs (Set_UE sup
i )

for those the APi is their supportive AP. The Coordinator
determines AP assignment and mobility management for
all UEs. ConsiderUEu is downloading data from the serving
APi. By using the training and broadcast channels, UEu
periodically estimates SNR and RSS information of APi and
neighbor APs and send them to the Coordinator in mea-
surement reports. The RSS and SNR are estimated by UEu
based on Equations (10) and (11) respectively.

3.1 Coodinated multi-channel
transmission

Consider mobile UEu who is moving in the VLC network
space. When the Coordinator receives a measurement
report of UEu and recognizes that UEu is in an over-
lapped area of two or more APs, the Coordinator per-
forms the CMcT scheme which consists of three phases.
First, the Coordinator performs the CMcT decision al-
gorithm to check whether UEu can receive downlink data
from two APs simultaneously. If using the CMcT is
feasible, the Coordinator will determine which AP is the
supportive AP of UEu. In the second phase of downlink
data transmission, the Coordinator performs the
resource allocation algorithm to allocate downlink time
slots to UEs in each AP. In the third phase, the Coor-
dinator performs either the reselection of the supportive
AP or the CMcT termination when the current APsup,u of
UEu is not available anymore.

3.1.1 CMcT decision phase

Consider UEu is downloading data from APi (known as

AP pri, u
i of UEu), which can be either ceiling-AP or desk-AP.

When the Coordinator receives the measurement report of
UEu, it checks the set of neighbor APs in the measurement
report (SetAP_report u). If the set SetAP_report u is empty,
UEu is not able to have coordinated multi-channel trans-
mission. Otherwise, the CMcT decision algorithm is per-
formed by following steps:

Step 1:TheCoordinator creates a list of neighborAPswhich
can provide downlink transmission or redundant link to
UEu (List_AP

u).
An AP j in SetAP_report u is added into List_APu if the

following condition is satisfied:

SNRcurrent, j, u ≥ SNRmin, tran (12)

where, SNRmin,tran is the SNR value which is required to
transmit downlink data at the lowest modulation scheme.
Table 2 shows the required SNR of different modulation
schemes in VLC networks, thus we can take SNRmin,tran of
13.4 dB. SNRcurrent,j,u is the current SNR of UEu from the
neighbor APj.

If List_APu is empty, finish the CMcT decision phase.

Step 2: The Coordinator selects a APsup,u for UEu.
Each APj in the List_APu {AP1, AP2, …, APn} has two

parameters including SNRcurrent,j,u and Rload,j which is the
current load ratio of the APj.

The APj which is selected as the supportive AP of UEu
satisfies two following conditions:
– Its current load ratio is less than the defined low-load

threshold of APs (Rthr,lowload):

Rload, j ≤ Rthr, lowload (13)

– Among these APs satisfying Equation (13), the sup-
portive AP of UEu (AP

sup,u) is the AP which has highest
SNRcurrent,j,u.

Rload,j is the current load ratio of the APj is defined as
follows:

Rload,  j �
Npri

j + Nsup
j

Nmax
(14)

where, Npri
j and Nsup

j is the number of UEs in the Set_UEpri
j

and Set_UE sup
j of APj, respectively. Nmax is the number of

time slots of a time frame.
If all APs in List_APu don’t satisfy Equation (13), APsup,u

is the AP in the list List_APu which has the highest
SNRcurrent,j,u.

After selecting the supportive AP of UEu, add UEu into
the Set_UEsup of APsup,u and synchronize the connection
between UEu and APsup,u.

3.1.2 Downlink data transmission phase

The time frame structure is shown in Figure 5 where a time
frame of an AP consists of pri_UE subframe (white slots)
and sup_UE subframe (grey slots) for allocating to primary
and supportive UEs, respectively. At the beginning of each
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time frame, the Coordinator performs a resource allocation
algorithm to calculate the number of time slots of the
subframes and allocate time slots to UEs of the Set_UEpri

and Set_UEsup. After that, the AP will transmit data to a UE
in the allocated time slots.

Assume UEu receives downlink data from the primary

APi (APpri, u
i ) and the supportive APj (AP sup, u

j ). To avoid the

data collision, APpri, u
i and APsup, u

j have to send data to UEu
in different time slots. As shown in Figure 5, UEu is allo-
cated data transmission at the time slot TS6 in pri_UE

subframe of APpri, u
i and UEumust not be allocated the time

slot TS6 in sup_UE subframe of APsup, u
j .

When performing time slot allocation of an APj, the
resource allocation algorithm has following steps:

Step 1: Select which supportive UEs of APjwill be allocated
time slots of the next time frame.

As the example given above, consider UEu belonging to
the Set_UE sup

j of the APj whereas APi is the primary AP of
UEu. TheUEu is added to the set of selected supportiveUEsof
APj (Selected_UE sup

j ), who will be allocated time slot in the
sup_UE subframe of APj , when one of two cases happens:
– The current SNR of the primary link of UEu is less than

the minimum quality i. e.

SNRcurrent, i, u < SNRmin, tran (15)

– When the current load ratio of the primary AP of UEu
(APi) is higher than the defined threshold as shown in
Equation (16) and the current load ratio of the sup-
portive AP of UEu (APj) is less than the defined
threshold as shown in Equation (17).

Rload, i > Rthr, lowload (16)

Rload, j < Rthr, lowload (17)

Step 2: The Coordinator calculates the number of time slots
for the pri_UE subframe (Tpri_UE

j ) and the sup_UE subframe

(Tsup_UE
j ) of the supportive APj according to the following

formula:

Tpri_UE
j �

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣T ×
Npacket, pri

j

Npacket, pri
j + Npacket, sup

j

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (18)

Tsup_UE
j � T − Tpri_UE

j (19)

where, T is the number of time slots of a time frame. ⌊⋅⌋ is the
floor function. Npacket, pri

j and Npacket, sup
j are the total number

of packets in the downlink queue of all UEs belonging to
the Set_UEpri

j and the Selected_UE sup
j , respectively which

are determined by the following formula:

Npacket, pri
j � ∑

v∈Set_UEprij

Nv, j (20)

Npacket, sup
j � ∑

u∈Selected_UEsupj

Nu, j (21)

where, Nv,j and Nu,j are the number of packets of UEv and
UEu waiting in the downlink queues in the Coordinator,
respectively.

Step 3: The Coordinator allocates time slots to UEs in the
Set_UE pri

j and the Selected_UEsup of APj.
The Coordinator allocates time slots of the pri_UE

subframe of APj to its primary UEs by Round Robin (RR)
scheduling until either the pri_UE subframe is full or UE’s
buffers are empty.

Supportive UEs in the Selected_UEsup of APj are
served in RR scheduling until either the sup_UE sub-
frame of APj is full or UE’s buffers are empty. When UEu
of the Selected_UEsup of APj is scheduled, which is the
primary UE of APpri, u

i , if there are empty time slots in the
sup_UE subframe of APj, the Coordinator will allocate
one time slot of the sup_UE subframe of APj to UEu
when:
– IfUEuwas not allocated a time slot in pri_UE subframe

of APpri, u
i .

– If UEu was allocated time slots in the pri_UE subframe
of APpri, u

i , and if they are not collided with empty time
slots of the sup_UE subframe of APj.

Otherwise, UEu is not allocated time slots in the sup_UE
subframe of APj.

3.1.3 Reselecting supportive AP or CMcT termination

When an UE moves, the quality of its supportive channel
might vary and the channel can have blockage. If the UE
moves out of the coverage area of the current supportive

Figure 5: Time frame structure of the CMcT.
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AP and there is not any candidate for becoming its new
supportive AP, the CMcT operation is terminated. Other-
wise, the Coordinator will perform reselection of sup-
portive AP.

To avoid repeated reselection of the supportive AP,
we use an update time (Tupdate) to decide whether to
update the supportive channel or not. Suppose that UEu
currently has the supportive channel from APj. After the
Coordinator received the measurement report ofUEu, the
Coordinator might find another APk (k ≠ j) as a better
candidate of the new supportive AP. It starts a time
counter tupdate which is counted as long as APk is still
being selected as the candidate of the new supportive
AP. When the time counter reaches the update time
(tupdate ≥ Tupdate), it changes the supportive channel from
APj to APk, i. e. the Coordinator asks APj to release the
supportive channel for UEu and synchronize the
connection betweenUEu andAPk. If the Coordinator does
not find any new supportive AP, the current supportive
channel is remained. In the case the current supportive
AP is blocked for a short time while the update time is not
expiring, the Coordinator waits until the update time is
expired and performs the reselection again.

3.2 CMcT link handover scheme

When UEu moves to an overlapped area of APs, UEu
maintains primary and supportive downlink channels from
APi and APj, respectively. When the Coordinator decides
that UEu needs a link handover from the primary APi to the
supportive APj, the supportive APj becomes the new pri-
mary AP and APi becomes the new supportive AP.

The proposed proactive link handover procedure is
implemented in two cases:
– Handover for the unblocked primary channel: the

proactive link handover is performed because the UE
moves to another AP.

– Handover for the blocked primary channel: UE’s pri-
mary downlink channel is being blocked. Therefore,
the UE must need a link handover.

In order to identify if the primary channel is blocked,
the Coordinator periodically monitor the history of the RSS
value as below:

Ppri
previous − Ppri

current ≥ ρ (22)

where, Ppri
current and Ppri

previous is the current and previous RSS
values of the UE received from its primary AP, respectively.
ρ is a hysteresis margin to determine whether the downlink
channel is blocked or unblocked.

3.2.1 Handover procedure for unblocked primary
channels

Due to the multi-AP VLC network has both ceiling-APs
(uniform lighting) and desk-APs (spotlighting), the Coor-
dinator decides link handover for UEu according to three
scenarios below:

Scenario 1: The primary APi (APpri, u
i ) and the supportive

APj (APsup, u
j ) of UEu are both ceiling-APs.

When the UE moves from it is serving ceiling-AP
coverage to another ceiling-AP (i. e. the supportive AP), the
RSS value received from the primary AP gradually de-
creases, while these from the supportive AP gradually in-
crease. The link handover decision is performed if the
following condition is satisfied:

Psup
current, j, u − Ppri

current, i, u > δHOM (23)

where, Ppri
current, j, u and Psup

current, i, u is the current RSS value of
UEu from its primary APi and supportive APj, respectively.
δHOM is the value of link handover margin (HOM). The HOM
value is a constant variable that represents the threshold
for the difference in RSSbetween the primary and the target
APs. HOM is used to solve the ping-pong effect and decide
the most appropriate target AP that a UE can be handed
over to.

Scenario 2: The primary APi of UEu is a ceiling-AP and the
supportive APj of UEu is a desk-AP.

In this scenario, due to the desk-AP has a small
coverage area and high SNR, if the Coordinator only uses
Equation (23) to decide link handover, UE can perform
unnecessary handover to the DAP if UE only pass the
coverage of the DAP in a very short time. In order to avoid
this problem, a handover trigger time (THO) is used. The
Coordinator starts a timer (tHO) when Equation (23) is
satisfied. The time counter continues as long as Equa-
tion (23) is satisfied, and otherwise is reset.When tHO≥ THO,
a link handover decision is made to transfer UEu from the
primary APi to the supportive APj.

Scenario 3: The primary APi of UEu is a desk-AP and the
supportive APj of UEu is a ceiling-AP.

When UEu resides in the primary DAP’s coverage, UEu
always achieves high RSS values. However, when it moves
out of the DAP’s coverage, its RSS suddenly drops, leading
to temporary disconnections. In order to avoid this, in this
scenario, the link handover is performed if the following
condition is satisfied:

Ppri
current, i, u < Pmin, desk + δHOM (24)
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where, Pmin,desk is the smallest RSS value that the UE can
received from the desk-AP. Pmin,desk is determined based on
formula (6) with UE’s location satisfying the incidence
angle ψ being equal the width of FOV ψc.

3.2.2 Handover procedure for blocked primary channels

The primary downlink channel of UE is blocked when the
condition given in Equation (22) is satisfied. If the blocked
primary link is switched to another available link imme-
diately, it may lead to unnecessary link handovers and
signaling load because the primary link might be blocked
for a very short time in the case of random shadow. In order
to avoid this problem, the handover trigger time (THO) is
also used for link handover decision. The Coordinator
starts a timer when Equation (22) is satisfied. The timer
continues as long as Equation (22) is satisfied or it will be
reset when the LoS primary channel is recovered.When the
time counter reaches the THO value, the link handover de-
cision ismade to activate the link handover for transferring
the UE’s downlink from its primary AP to its supportive AP.

4 Simulation results and
discussions

The simulation model includes a multi-CAP VLC network
covering a 12 m × 12 m × 2.5 m (length, width and height)
space as shown in Figure 6. The VLC network has nine
ceiling-APs denoted asAP1 toAP9 and 10 desk-APs denoted
as AP10 to AP19 providing optical downlink transmission
and seamless lighting. All of APs (ceiling-APs and desk-
APs) have the half-intensity radiance angle of 70°.
The distance between two adjacent ceiling-APs is 4 m.
Desk-APs are installed randomly on the desk-AP plane
which is at 1.5mheight of thefloor plane. The location of all
APs is presented in Table 1.

The initialization position of UEs (i. e. bothmobile-UEs
and stationary-UEs) is uniformly distributed in the entire
room area. Stationary UEs add fixed data traffic to the
systemwhereasmobile UEs cause dynamic traffic to access
points because theymove randomly in the room area. In all
simulation scenarios, the percentage of stationary and
mobile UEs are 33 and 67%, respectively. For example, in
the case of NUE is 20, the stationary and mobile UE number
is 7 and 13, respectively. The height of UE’s PD receiver is
1 m. Mobile UEs move around the room following the RWP
at the average speed of 0.5 m/s. Events of LoS downlink
channel blockages for each UE are generated following the
Poisson process with the mean arrival rate is termed the

blockage occurrence rate [29]. For simplicity, we use the
blockage interval parameter which is uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1 s to replace the blockage occupation rate.

Table 2 presents the uncoded quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) with a target BER of 10−3 in [21]. Down-
link traffic of each UE is generated in a Poisson process
which has packet size of 12.6 kbits and the mean inter-
arrival time of 1.67 ms. Other simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 3. In simulation experiments, we
evaluate and compare performance of UE’s throughput
and packet delay of the CMcT HO scheme with those of the
ComP-JT HO scheme [20] and the location-aware HO
scheme [15].

The ComP-JT HO scheme performs link handover and
CoMP-JT decisions based on the RSS report of mobile UEs
which is updated to the Coodinator periodically. When a
UE moves into an overlapped area of its serving AP and
neighbor APs, the Coordinator chooses the neighbor AP
which has the highest received power as the target AP.
Then the CoMP joint transmission starts and the UE re-
ceives signals sent from both APs (the serving AP and the
target AP) simultaneously. When the link handover con-
dition is satisfied, theUE terminates its connectionwith the
serving AP and connects to the target AP. The target AP

12m

12m

AP1

AP3 AP4

AP6 AP7

AP9

AP10

AP12

AP13

AP15

AP16

AP19

AP18

AP17

AP14

AP11

AP2 AP5 AP8

:  Ceiling-APs

:  Desk-APs

: UEs

Figure 6: The layout of the simulated VLC network.

Table : Location of APs in the VLC network.

Access point Location

AP, AP, AP, AP, (, , ), (, , ), (, , ), (, , ),

AP, AP, AP, AP, (, , ), (, , ), (, , ), (, , ),

AP, AP, AP, AP, (, , ), (., , .), (., ., .),

AP, AP, AP, AP, (., ., .), (, , .), (., ., .),

AP, AP, AP (., ., .), (., ., .), (., , .),
(., ., .), (., ., .)
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becomes the new serving AP and starts serving the
UE alone.

The location-aware HO scheme aims to reduce the
scanning time in order to reduce the link switching delay.
When a UE moves to the cell edge area of the serving AP,
the RSS value is decreased. If the received signal from the
serving AP becomes too weak (below a link switching
threshold), the link switching procedure starts. First, the
UE sends its location information to the serving AP (Time
Difference of Arrival – TDOA method is used to estimate
location of UE). Based on the location information
received from the UE, the serving AP determines the

neighbor APs to which the UE is approaching and sends
addresses of the APs to the UE. The UE scans the RSS of
neighbor APs and chooses the AP having the strongest
RSS as the new serving AP and starts communicating with
the new serving AP.

4.1 Performance comparison of handover
schemes with different UE quantity

When using the CMcT HO scheme, a VLC-AP can share the
input load with its neighbors and improve downlink data
transmission rates of cell-edge UEs which are smoothly
switched from the primary AP to the supportive AP.
Because the connection between a UE and its primary AP
can be still maintained after a handover is completed, our
proposed scheme effectively reduces the data transmission
interruption. Figure 7 shows the instantaneous throughput
of a selected mobile-UE over a period of 60 s. In the
simulation scenario, a mobile UE is moving in the simu-
lated area in a random waypoint model with the mean
velocity of 0.5 m/s. Because the mobile UE moves between
APs, it will need to perform link handover. We observe the
transmission interruption which the applied handover
schemes might cause to the mobile UE by measuring the
number of received packets of themobile UE for every 0.1 s.
Simulation results show that by using the CMcT HO
scheme, the number of transmission interruption (the
sample of the number of received packets is zero, denoted
as zero-sample) of the the mobile UE is reduced signifi-
cantly. The proposed CMcT HO scheme has nine zero-
samples equal whereas the ComP-JT HO and Location-
aware schemes have 56 and 63 zero-samples, respectively.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the average mobile-
UE’s throughput with different UE’s quantity. The pro-
posed CMcT HO scheme always achieves a higher
throughput than two other schemes. This gain becomes
more significant as the number of UEs increases. For
example, when a number of UEs in the room is 20, the
average throughput is about 7.35, 6.84 and6.45Mbps in the
CMcT HO, ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO schemes,
respectively. In the case the number of UEs in the room is
60, the average throughput achieved about 5.71, 4.86 and
4.48 Mbps for CMcT HO, ComP-JT HO and Location-aware
HO schemes respectively.

Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of stationary-UE’s throughput with two scenarios
Nue = 30 and Nue = 50. The results show that the CMcT HO
scheme can provide higher throughput of stationary-UEs
than the ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO schemes. In
the case Nue = 30, the percentage of throughput samples

Table : Simulations parameters.

Parameters Unit Value

Simulation time Seconds 

Time slot duration (Ts) Milliseconds 

Time frame duration Milliseconds 

Area of PD (A) cm


Height of UEs (hUE) m 

FOV at a receiver ðψcÞ Degree 
°

O/E conversion efficiency (Rpd) A/W .
Gain of an optical filter ðT sðψÞÞ 

Refractive index of a lens at a PD (n) .
Feedback resistance of TIA (RF) kΩ 

Current due to background light (Ibg) µA 

Height of Ceiling-APs (hCAP) m .
Height of Desk-APs (hDAP) m .
Ceiling-AP power (Pt,CAP) W 

Desk-AP power (Pt,DAP) W 

Number of subcarriers in each AP 

Bandwidth of  subcarrier kHz 

SNR threshold for data transmission
(SNRmin,tran)

dB .

Low load threshold value (Rthr,lowload) .
Link handover margin ðδHOMÞ dB 

Time of update trigger (Tupdate) Seconds .
Time of handover trigger (THO) Seconds .
Hysteresis margin (ρ) dB 

The smallest RSS value of UE received
from desk-AP (PMin,Desk)

μW .

Blockage occurrence rate (λ) /minute 

Table : Uncoded QAM adaptive bit loading [].

SNRmin,modulation Modulation Bits/symbol

. QAM 

. QAM 

. QAM 

. QAM 

. QAM 

. QAM 
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higher than 6.5 Mbps in the CMcT HO scheme is 97.5%
while it is only 76 and 69.5% in ComP-JT HO scheme and
Location-aware HO scheme, respectively. When Nue = 50,
there are 78.5, 67 and 57% UEs have download throughput
higher than 5.5 Mbps in the CMcT HO scheme, the
ComP-JT HO scheme and the Location-aware HO scheme,
respectively.

Because the UE’s data rate is increased and the link
handover delay is reduced, the proposed CMcT HO
scheme can provide smaller packet delay than those of
ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO schemes. For
example, Figure 10 shows the comparison of the average
mobile-UE’s packet delay among three schemes used in
the simulation with different number of UEs. When
there are 20 UEs in the room, the proposed scheme can
improve up to 56.9 and 91.6% in the average packet
delay when compared to the ComP-JT HO and Location-
aware HO schemes, respectively, i. e. the average packet
delay is about 0.0144, 0.0226 and 0.0276 s in the CMcT

HO, ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO schemes,
respectively. When the number of UEs in the room is 60,
the CMcT HO scheme can improve the packet delay over
the ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO schemes by 41.1
and 60.4%.

Figure 11 shows the CDF of stationary-UE’s packet
delay when Nue is 30 and Nue is 50. The CMcT HO scheme
can provide lower delay packet of stationary-UEs than
ComP-JT HO and the Location-aware HO schemes. For
example, when Nue is 30, the percentage of delay samples
lower than 0.03 s in the CMcT HO scheme is 95%while it is
only 73.2 and 66.5% in ComP-JTHOandLocation-awareHO
schemes, respectively. When Nue is 50, there are 77.5, 67.5
and 59.5%UEs having the packet delay lower than 0.06 s in
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Figure 7: The instantaneous throughput of a mobile-UE over a
period of 60 s.
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Figure 8: Mobile-UE’s throughput comparison when changing the
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the CMcT HO, ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO
schemes, respectively.

4.2 The impact of random downlink
channel blockages

In the simulation experiment, we study the impact of
random light-path blockages on the link handover rate and
user throughput. Simulation parameters also are given in
Table 3 and the number of mobile UEs in the room is 30.

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the average link
handover rate of the three link handover schemes when
changing the blockage occurrence rate. The simulation
results show that deploying the CMcT HO scheme can

reduce the link handover rate significantly. The link
handover rate is 0.32/s when the blockage occurrence rate
is 30 times per minute. Meanwhile, the link handover rate
reaches up to 0.49/s and 0.9/s in the Location-aware HO
scheme and ComP-JT HO scheme, respectively.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the averagemobile-
UE’s throughput with different blockage occurrence rates.
The average throughput decreases when the occurrence
rate increases. However, the CMcT HO scheme achieves a
higher average throughput and has a smaller throughput
reduction than the ComP-JT HO scheme, and the Location-
aware HO scheme. When the blockage occurrence rate in-
creases from 6 to 30 times per minute, the user throughput
decreases by 0.463, 0.794 and 1.071 Mbps in the CMcT HO
scheme, the ComP-JT HO scheme and the Location-aware
HO scheme , respectively.

In summary, the CMcT HO scheme outperforms the
ComP-JT HO and Location-aware HO schemes in terms of
user throughput and packet delay because the CMcT HO
scheme applies coordinated multiple channel trans-
mission, proactive handover and methods to avoid un-
necessary handover. For the ComP-JT HO scheme, it uses
the link HOM to decide link handover, from which UEs can
be easily switched to a desk-AP if the UE move into the its
coverage. However, it can cause unnecessary link hand-
overs if UEs only pass through the desk-AP coverage for a
very short period of time. Because the ComP-JT can
improve SNR of cell-edge UEs, the ComP-JT HO scheme
achieves better performance than the Location-aware HO
scheme. In the Location-aware HO scheme, when the RSS
value of anUE received from it is primaryAP is less than the
link handover threshold, the Coordinator will select a target
AP based on UE’s location information and SNR, then a link
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handover is performed to switch the link from the serving AP
to the target AP.When using the Location-aware HO scheme,
UEs are difficult to switch to a desk-AP because the desk-AP
coverage is random located within the ceiling-AP coverage.
Because the scheme applies single-channel transmission, the
data rate of UEs is significantly reduced when UEs enter the
cell edge area. As a result, the Location-aware scheme ach-
ieves the lowest performance in all scenarios.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a proactive link handover
scheme combined with coordinated multi-channel trans-
mission for multi-AP VLC networks. In order to enhance the
data rate and provide alternative/supportive links for UEs, the
CMcTdecisionalgorithmand the resource allocationalgorithm
are proposed to eliminate data collision of primary and sup-
portive time slots. The proactive link handover scheme
(the CMcT HO scheme) works effectively for handling link
switching to mobile users. Simulation results proved that
the proposed CMcT HO scheme can improve network
performance including user throughput and packet delay
and reduce unnecessary handovers. Future works include
research on optimization of the system performance by
setting adaptively parameters of the CMcT HO such as the
threshold value and the link HOM.
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